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This is an internet scavenger hunt.  You answer the questions by using a 

search engine to locate the requested information.  The one rule is that no 

wiki site can be used.  The following is a quote from Wikipedia. “Material from 

bulletin boards and forum sites, Usenet, wikis, blogs and comments associat-

ed with blog entries should not normally be used as sources. These media do 

not have adequate levels of  editorial oversight or author credibility and lack 

assured persistence”.  Simply put, these sites are frequently opinion driven.  

They may lead to other sources and help you clarify your search.  They are 

not useless just not a reliable research source.   

The goal of  this lesson is to build your research skills and your ability to find  

reliable resources when asked to research a topic.    



 About Latitude and Longitude 

 

Mapmakers, navigators, and others use lines of  latitude and longi-
tude to locate exact points on the Earth. To understand latitude, let's 
begin with the equator. This is an imaginary line around the middle of  
the Earth. It separates the globe into two halves called hemispheres. 
North of  the equator is the northern hemisphere. South of  the equa-
tor is the southern hemisphere.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Latitude is the distance in degrees north or south of  the equator. 
Lines of  latitude run parallel to the equator, which is labeled zero de-
grees latitude. The poles are at 90 degrees latitude. Distances be-
tween the equator and the North Pole are referred to as degrees 
north latitude, or N. Distances between the equator and the South 
Pole are referred to as degrees south latitude, or S. Each degree of  
latitude equals about 111 kilometers of  distance.  



 

 

Internet Scavenger Hunt 

You will be given a clue for each question and will answer in two ways.  You will 

name the place and give the latitude and longitude as well.   

1. This famous landmark is found in London.  It is also called the Elizabeth  

Tower.  Give its other name and list the coordinates where it can be found. 

 

2. This famous opera house is found in Australia.  Name this famous building 

and list the coordinates where it can be found. 

 

 
  

List the web address where you found the answer. 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

3. This historic monument  is an  amphitheater located in  Rome, Italy.  

Name this famous attraction and list the coordinates. 

 

4. This German castle inspired the castle in the Disney Sleeping Beauty  

animation.  Name this Bavarian castle and tell its latitude and longitude. 

 



Internet Scavenger Hunt 

5. Name this current residence of  the President and a symbol  

of  power of  the US.  Tell the coordinates where it can be found. 

The White House 

 Latitude: 38.8977° N 

 Longitude: 77.0365° W  

6. This building is one of  the world's most famous skyscrapers located in  

Manhattan, New York.  What is its name and coordinates? 

Empire State Building 

 Latitude: 40.7484° N 

 Longitude: 73.9857° W  

 

7. Here’s another famous New York landmark.  This sculpture sits in New York 

Harbor and was a gift of  friendship from the people of  France to the United 

States Tell its name and coordinates.  

Statue of  Liberty 

Latitude: 40.6892° N  

Longitude: 74.0445° W  
  

List the web address where you found the answer. 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

8. This very long fortification, located in China, is estimated to be over 21,000 

km long and was built during the Early and Middle Ages.  Name this famous  

attraction and list the coordinates. 

Great Wall of  China 

Latitude: 36° 20' 23.99" N 

Longitude: 116° 37' 30.64" E  

 


